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here is an increased need to
evidence that social care services
are delivering agreed outcomes
for the children and families
social workers work with, and to

satisfy the interests of commissioners of
services, the public and other interested
observers.

How often have you read: ‘We want to make
a difference?’ or ‘We aim to improve the lives
of children’. Another example might be: ‘We
work in partnership to effect relevant and
necessary change’. Lots of laudable ambitions,
accompanied by descriptions of projects,
processes and activities. However, is everything
we do, or can do, effective? Whose needs are
we meeting? When we have started ‘doing’,
how do we decide on the next steps to take?  

Within my organisation, Aberlour Child Care
Trust, a Scottish charity for children, young
people and their families, workers and
managers alike have a natural curiosity to want
to know if their input can make change
possible. The work in our services across
Scotland is based on practice models which we
believe to be effective. We make time for critical
appraisal – for example, deciding whether or
not to use a particular research finding to
inform decision-making within practice – as
opposed to a ‘here’s one we did earlier’ method.
Equally, there is a strong tradition of evidencing
‘what we do’ in annual reviews, self-evaluation,
and for regulatory purposes, such as Care
Commission and child protection inspections.   

But can we do better? The two main
purposes of effectiveness research are: 
(1) Providing evidence of the merit and

worth of social work practice
(2) Improving the practice itself to respond

to changing needs and context. 

The first purpose is hopefully clear (and
certainly essential in maintaining and getting
business), while the second pertains to a whole
cycle of influences within the internal as well as
external environment. It links to Scotland’s
policy drivers reflected in National Outcomes,
such as Outcome 8 – ‘We have improved the
life chances for children, young people and
families at risk’. It relates to objectives of
commissioning local authorities, and local
partnership priorities and plans.

Programmes in Community Planning
contexts have been developed to address need
and support improvement. The amount of
successful initiatives established, the nature of
the service delivery and the number of clients
attending specific programmes was an
important indicator in what constituted
‘success’, particularly for commissioners who
often equated numbers as ‘value for money’.

Hard evidence of the success of intervention
frequently depended on soft indicators, and the
‘telling of stories’. 

The real challenge with evidence-based
practice is that it is a continuous journey; there
is never a final answer to a problem, just one
that is the best for the time being. Within
Aberlour, as well as evidence of the end
destination having been reached in terms of
service outcomes, we wanted to monitor the

distance travelled by individual users; individual
outcomes, preferably at different stages of
input. 

We therefore needed to ensure there was
clarity from the outset on the intended
direction of travel. To quote Alice in
Wonderland, who asked at the crossroads,
“Would you tell me please which way I ought
to go from here?”, the challenge centres on
the answer she received from the cat: “That
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Is our work
working?

Last year BASW’s Social Workers’ Educational Trust (SWET) offered
Trisha Hall a grant which allowed her to pursue her interest in
evaluating measurable outcomes from social work interventions
through a trip to the US. There she witnessed Realist Evaluation in
action, and used this knowledge to inform her practice in Scotland.
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agency to investigate where it is more or less
likely to be effective in meeting the needs of
youth and families.

Children, young people and their families are
active participants in the process. Staff in
services were enthusiastic about the evaluation
and commented on finding the analysis with Dr
Kazi, often done in team meetings, enlightening
and inspirational. The project manager in one
instance, as well as other managers on the same
initiative, spoke about how excited they were
about the developments, and sounded as if they
genuinely meant it. Word has spread, and 29
different agencies, including nine schools, the
courts, family services, social services and
voluntary agencies are active participants in the
strategy and in evaluation work. The Tapestry
was the proud winner of a National Gold award
for ‘outstanding local evaluation’ in 2010.

Chautauqua is now implementing the use of
Viewpoint across its services, as indeed are we
across Aberlour’s services, alongside 17 local
authorities across Scotland who use the same
software for questionnaires given to looked-
after-children and those involved in child
protection proceedings. In an independent UK
study by the Open University of young people
using the software, 90% said it helped them
think more clearly. In Aberlour we are using an
online questionnaire based on the ‘My World’
triangle, reflecting domains within the GIRFEC
(Getting it Right For Every Child) guidance. We
are also rolling out Realist Evaluation as part of
our Monitoring and Evaluation Framework,
which links GIRFEC indicators to our agreed
service outcomes.

There is a long way to go before we can
confidently state that we are achieving our
ambitions for ongoing evaluation, but we are
now equipped with sturdy suitcases and the
right tools, as well as people who are ready and
keen to travel. 

There are many positive reasons that make
Scotland a place where associated evaluation
across children’s services could become a
reality. GIRFEC is gathering momentum and,
while there is work to do in terms of the
common language, data sharing and analysis,
there is exciting potential for change, supported
by agencies such as the Scottish Child Care and
Protection Network, and the Institute for
Research and Innovation in Social Services –
which recently issued its Leading for Outcomes
guides. 

There is a will. We are on the way.

September 2010, to find out more about the
evaluation methodology in practice, to note
how workers experienced the model, and to see
if any learning could be transferred to our
Scottish context.

Prior to the trip I made contact with Murray
Davies, director of the south Wales-based
Viewpoint, a company which facilitates audio
computer assisted self interviewing (ACASI), as
I was interested in what his organisation could
do to support Aberlour in developing user
input within a Realist Evaluation model.  

Murray joined us the same day I arrived and I
found myself, at what for me was 2.30am, on a
balmy Indian summer’s evening strolling by
Niagara Falls, discussing social work practice in
the UK! The next days were spent visiting
various services in Chautauqua County, New
York state, where Dr Kazi leads a local
evaluation of all youth services.

In October 2008 Chautauqua County
entered into a six-year Co-operative Agreement
with the federally-funded Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) to enhance Chautauqua County’s
System of Care (SOC) for children and youths
with emotional and behavioural challenges. 

This Agreement created an initiative,
‘Chautauqua Tapestry’, for weaving together
support for youths and families in Chautauqua
County through partnerships among
organisations already providing services for
young people with serious emotional
disturbances and for those in the care system.

Dr Kazi’s local evaluation strategy is based on
the Realist Evaluation approach to investigating
what interventions work and in what
circumstances. Implementation requires three
sets of data:
• Demographic and contextual data on client

circumstance
• Intervention data with regard to content

and dosage
• Repeated outcome measurement

The main purpose of the local evaluation is to
use the data already collected by each partner
agency, undertake analysis of this data in a
suitably ‘de-identified’ form, and to help each

depends a good deal on where you want to
get to.”

We wanted to get to a position where
evaluation wasn’t an exercise following an
intervention or support programme,
undertaken by external experts or academics.
Instead, we wanted an environment where
practitioners actively contributed as ongoing
researchers into what works, where monitoring
and evaluation was an integral part of every day
practice.  

So what does ‘every day practice’ look like in
these turbulent times? Over recent years the
emphasis has increasingly been more on
‘outcomes’ of service delivery – what the
intervention has resulted in for the user group,
and for the commissioners of the service.
Instead of ‘hard to reach’ clients, some services
appeared hard to reach for users, and intended
service aims and objectives were not always
clearly linked to these shifting desired
outcomes. In turn they were not always linked
with the requested evidence of their impact.  

I have a longstanding interest in a method
called Realist Evaluation, and have worked for
over a decade with an academic colleague, Dr
Mansoor Kazi, on this model. Realist
Evaluation aims to evidence ‘what works, for
whom, and under which circumstances’. This is
formative evaluation, ongoing as part of a
practice cycle, and relies on the active input and
participation of all involved. 

Dr Kazi has been working in the US since
2005. Although in a different context what
unites policymakers, local commissioners and
service providers in children’s services, here in
Scotland and in the US, is the ambition to use a
common language, built around agreed
indicators. In Scotland this is Getting it Right
For Every Child, which states that every child
should be ‘Safe, Healthy, Achieving, Nurtured,
Active, Respected and Responsible and
Included’. England has Every Child Matters,
with its own five outcome aims, and in the US
their equivalent is called No Child Left Behind.

The awarded Social Workers’ Educational
Trust (SWET) grant and my employer’s
support in allowing me the time to undertake
the trip enabled me to travel to the US in

WE HAVE OFTEN READ: ‘WE WANT TO
MAKE A DIFFERENCE?’ BUT IS EVERYTHING
WE DO, OR CAN DO, EFFECTIVE? WHOSE
NEEDS ARE WE MEETING? WHEN WE HAVE
STARTED ‘DOING’, HOW DO WE DECIDE
ON THE NEXT STEPS TO TAKE?  


